Abstract -This paper develops a general theory of validation gating for non-linear non-Gaussian models. Validation gates are used in target tracking to cull very unlikely measurement-to-track associations, before remaining association ambiguities are handled by a more comprehensive (and expensive) data association scheme. The essential property of a gate is to accept a high percentage of correct associations, thus maximising track accuracy, but provide a sufficiently tight bound to minimise the number of ambiguous associations.
Introduction
Target tracking is the problem of estimating the location and velocity of one or more moving targets given a motion model and a set of sensor measurements [1] .
Sensed data is imperfect and, moreover, a single measurement might detect only an aspect of a target position (e.g., range-only or bearing-only), so multiple measurements are combined using a stochastic filter. Sensor fusion involving non-distinct targets introduces the problem of data association.
A measurement might originate from one of several targets or from clutter within the environment, and robust data association must deal with this ambiguity. A number of schemes exist in the literature including joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) [3] , multi- hypothesis tracking (MHT) [10] , and mixture model tracking (MMT) [7] . Each of these systems can be computationally prohibitive if all possible associations are considered, particularly when accounting for nondetection of existing tracks, false alarms, track loss, and new track detection. Furthermore, probabilities of false positives (clutter) and false negatives (nondetection) are problem specific and may be difficult to model realistically. To reduce complexity for practical implementation validation gating is applied [1] .
A validation gate is an association threshold, whereby an observation-to-target association is considered if it satisfies a metric of "acceptability", and is rejected otherwise. Typically this gate is based solely on distance, although other attributes (e.g., colour, radar signature) might also act as discriminants. A data association scheme, such as MHT, becomes more tractable having first culled very unlikely associations.
The standard validation gate is a Gaussian hyperellipsoid, and is an optimal metric for linear-Gaussian systems. It remains ubiquitous in the current target tracking literature [12, 8, 5, 11] . However, it ceases to be statistically precise for systems with non-Gaussian probability densities or non-linear observation models. As a system departs from linear-Gaussian, the ellipsoid gate tends to reject a higher than expected proportion of correct associations and permit an excess of false ones.
This paper investigates validation gating for nonlinear non-Gaussian systems. It develops a general theory for validation gating as an extension to the linear concept of the ellipsoidal gate. For linear-Gaussian models, the new gate is identical to the ellipsoidal gate. For non-linear non-Gaussian models, it maintains a proper statistical "probability of acceptance" and continues to exhibit sensible gating behaviour. While this paper provides implementation of our theory, the focus is not on computational aspects but on theoretical concepts and intuitions of the key gating properties.
The paper format is as follows. Section 2 defines the properties and calculation of the standard ellipsoidal gate. Section 3 presents a generic Monte Carlo solution for computing a validation threshold. Section 4 introduces the bearing-only scenario used as an example in subsequent sections. Section 5 presents a measure of validation likelihood based on the marginal observation density p (z), and examines why it is not sensible. The next section discusses why p (z) does, however, provide a proper measure of track likelihood. Section 7 presents a second measure of validation likelihood based on the joint target-measurement density p (x, z), and proposes that this is reasonable and general. The final section provides concluding remarks and suggestions for future research.
Ellipsoidal Validation Gate
The ellipsoidal validation gate is optimal for a linear observation model1 with additive noise z = Hx+r (1) where the state probability density function (PDF) is Gaussian p (x) = JV(x; x, P), and the noise is zeromean Gaussian p (r) = JV(r; 0, R) and independent of x. The validity of a measurement zi is determined from its residual (or innovation) with the predicted observation v = Zi-Hx (2) which has covariance S = HPHT + R. Validation is computed by gating the normalised innovation squared (NIS) . (5) is the incomplete gamma function [9] .
It is important to realise that a validation gate provides no statistical measure for the rejection of false associations. Rather, it defines a region of acceptance such that (100-n)% of true measurements are rejected given that each zi is distributed according to p (z) = JV(z; Hx, S) (6) This allows the gate to operate without recourse to models of clutter etc, which may be difficult to shown in (a), along with an equi-likelihood contour encompassing 95% of the GMM probability mass.
300 metres, whereas (7) defines a constant likelihood along the x-axis from the origin to infinity. Likelihood functions for other bearing angles, taken from different sensor locations, have the same essential shape as in Figure 1 , just shifted and rotated to the appropriate position and angle. Given an uninformative prior, say p (x) JV(x; 0, oc), Bayesian fusion with p (z = zi x) produces a posterior p(x zi) with the same shape as the likelihood function, but normalised to unit volume. In the remainder of this paper, we use p (x z = 00) as the prior PDF in our examples; that is, the fusion of the likelihood function in Figure 1 with an uninformative prior over the domain of x. For notational convenience, we denote this (informative) prior as simply p (x). It is the PDF of the target location based on a single bearing-only measurement.
The bearing-only scenario is interesting because the observation model is very non-linear. In particular, p (x) has a region of high probability density but little local probability mass near the origin; the bulk of the mass is distant from the origin. This is different to a Gaussian PDF, where the region of most mass is also the region of high likelihood. The existence of high likelihood away from the concentration of mass is fundamental to the derivation of a suitable gating measure.
p(z) as a Validation Likelihood
The generic gating algorithm in Section 3 draws samples from p(z), and so the most intuitive measure of validation likelihood is p(z) itself. Certainly for the Gaussian case in (6) , an n% acceptance threshold based on p (z) is equivalent to the standard chi-square gate, and can be computed directly as wn exp (2Md) (8) Thus, a particular zi is accepted if p (z = zi) > w'.
In general, p (z) can be obtained from the observation model and the prior as p (z) = Jp (zx) p (x) dx (9) which is a marginalisation over x of the joint PDF p(z,x). If the observation model is linear, as in (1) 2. The conditional PDF is p (z xi) = h (xi) + p (r). is shown in Figure 2 (a). Sampling from p (z), 95% of samples lie between -10°and -0.36°, and the threshold weight W95 is 0.5. Thus, observed angles must be -10°< zi < -0.360 to be accepted; this is depicted in Figure 2 (b).4 Clearly, rejecting angles less than -10°, means rejecting observations that, intuitively, are quite feasible; effectively it rejects the possibility of a target close to the origin. For example, from p (x), the probability density of the true target location being at, say, The problem with p (z = zi) is that its meaning "the likelihood of obtaining zi when xt could be anywhere in p (x)" does not correspond to our essential requirement for a validation gate. From p (z) we predict an observation is most likely to come from the direction where concentration of mass in p (x) is greatest; this is apparent from Figure 2 Thus, we make the following distinction. Before any measurement has been received, the density of p(z) predicts which observations are most likely, while, having received a particular observation zi, the density of p (x) indicates whether it might originate from a feasible target. We contend that a validation gate is concerned with the feasibility of an existing measurement, not the likelihood of a measurement yet to arrive. 
-7 < c < 1
4For clarity, the coordinate axes in Figure 2( and p (zl 7-2) is simply 1/27. This gives the ranking weights as p (z -i) = 0.06 and p (z -2) = 2.8. Thus, the hypothesis that Z2 observes the target is by far the more likely model. This result makes sense as p (z) predicts that targets more distant from the origin are more likely, therefore the hypothesis supporting the more distant target has higher probability.
